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“If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6, and 9, than you would have the 

key to the Universe.” 

—Nikola Tesla 

Based on the work of Marko Rodin, Nassim Haramein, Randy Powell, Michael R. 

Evans and Akif Manaf J. 
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 Intrigued by the question, “Where is consciousness coming from,” I decided 

to research this topic to find answers to the question that was stuck in my mind for 

years now.  From the research, I have discovered, incredible, incalculable amounts 

of knowledge that is plain sight and that has been suppressed by religious dogmas 

and various political systems.  All this time, however, this knowledge, cleverly 

hidden in plain sight, served as key and clues built into ancient architecture, 

waiting to be decoded.  It took large amounts of time for scholars and 

archaeologists to pay close attention to these minute details to discover their real 

implication.  There are many intelligent, nonconformist researchers who have 

dedicated their lives for the freedom of information to the public.  With my goal of 

answering the previously stated inquiry, I have stumbled upon the unconventional 

works of Marko Rodin and Nassim Haramein.  I decided to conduct research to get 

to the bottom of their work which is the cause of great 

public intrigue.  I have never imagined that their work 

would take me on an incredible journey to discover the 

particle of God.  Not even in my wildest dreams have I 

anticipated that I will live in such great times with the 

abundance of information required to make a discovery 

of this magnitude.  The goal of this paper is to 

understand the meaning of the mysterious numbers 3, 6, 

and 9.   

 One of those people is Marko Rodin.  He discovered that the numbers 3, 6, 

and 9, play a significant role in revealing the truth about the Source. This 

researcher unveiled the mathematical fingerprint of the God.  He found the primal 

points of Unity, the Source, and singularity in the space time, infinite energy, and 

the sacred Trinity.  He explains the Trinity as the Source which consists of electric, 

magnetic, and spiritual consciousness.  All three of these consolidate into one 

energy.  

According to Randy Powel, Rodin discovered the Grand 

Unified Field Theory.  This field creates inexhaustible 

free energy, ends all diseases, produces unlimited 

quantities of food, travels anywhere in the Universe, 

builds supercomputers, and artificial intelligence.  Rodin 

discovered that numbers are the real living language.  

Numbers are reality and they are found in perfect 

symmetry.  In different words, he discovered simple 

http://www.markorodin.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhBymLCRIU8
http://books.google.com/books?id=Qb-J3KRtKBgC&pg=PA313&lpg=PA313&dq=etheron+energy&source=bl&ots=eBBS0G4TP8&sig=vvN0SknbH7Z4kkxAIpoEJ4DoGvw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=BH5dU_KAHoyPyATEyoJo&ved=0CFAQ6AEwBQ#v=onepage&q=etheron%20energy&f=false
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mathematics based on the numbers 3, 6, and 9.  This is also called vortex 

mathematics.  This Rodin’s number correlation circle is based upon numbers from 

1 to 9.   

The circle consists of two parts: the infinity symbol and the pyramid.  The 

infinity symbol is the equation of the physical world that we all live in.  This 

equation is a circuit, a pathway in motion, six numbers that form hexagon.  These 

hexagons are found everywhere in nature such as a beehives or snowflakes.  These 

shapes form patters in motion which is never straight, but always on a diagonal 

moving like a coil.  Our DNA itself is a coil.  It makes man a vortex machine in 

which it sucks energy on top and shuts down on the bottom.  As this process 

ensues, it regulates its own temperature.  DNA is the antenna to transmit and 

receive wave forms. 

The second 

part is the pyramid 

of 3, 6, and 9.  This 

is a flux field.  All 

the numbers except 

3, 6, and 9, are 

doubling and 

halving to infinity 

to produce a 

constant moving 

torus.  The 

doubling is emotion 

on an angle called 

angular momentum.  

The significance of 

3, 6, and 9, is that 

they work behind 

the scenes and they 

control doubling 

and halving of the 

rest of the numbers 

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8.  The picture above shows an explanation how the doubling and 

halving is calculated on Rodin’s circle.  
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There are three family group numbers.  The first group consists of 1, 7, and 

4.  The second group consists of 2, 8, and 5.  Finally, the third group consists of 3, 

6, and 9.   

1) 1, 7 ,4 are positively, electrically charged 

1 + 6 = 7 

7 + 6 = 13, 1 + 3 = 4 

When doubling number is higher than nine, it has to 

be reduced by separating the digits and adding them 

to each other.   

2) 2, 8, 5 are negatively, electrically charged. 

2 + 3 = 5  

5 +3 = 8 

8 + 3 = 11, 1 + 1 = 2 

3) 3, 6, 9 are positive or negative magnetic charged 

numbers 

The numbers 3, 6, and 9, are the firing sequence by 

constantly alternative from negative to positive and vice 

versa magnetic charge to control infinite doubling and 

halving of two groups of numbers (1, 7, 4 and 2, 8, 5) to 

produce an infinitely animated torus. The doubling 

sequence is as follows: 1, 2, 4, 8, 7, 5. The halving 

sequence is as follows: 1, 5, 7, 8, 4, 2. The torus is 

producing a singularity in which infinite amounts of 

energy are expelled. The center of electricity is 

magnetism and the center of magnetism is a flux.  Flux is 

the higher dimensional energy named dark energy, tachyon energy, greaveon 

energy, monopoles energy, or the etheron energy that keeps people conscious and 

alive.  Flux is not a stationary energy - it is a pulse, surge.  It is the beating heart of 

all existence.  The center is also the ultimate, fundamental, God particle.  The 

triangle depicted here has alternating polarity.   This energy is source of both 

motion and vibration.  It emanates in a linear fashion, 

penetrating anything without resistance - it cannot be 

shielded.  This energy shows how matter moves, how 

matter sticks together, and how matter comes apart.  It is a 

non-decaying spin of electrons.  Combining with the coil, 

you will have an end product of a perfect mathematical 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhBymLCRIU8
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vortex, consisting of positive electromagnetic energy radiating out and negative 

electromagnetic back draft counter space, essentially the same as gravity, which 

allows for contraction.  

Rodin’s circle is binary code exhibiting symmetry.  If the center of this model 

would disappear, the world would not exist.  From the center point, there is 

bilateral symmetry.  It has boundary, and it is a closed system.  To explain how the 

torus works, the artist Tom Barnett created an animation of the torus based on 

Rodin’s calculations.  Rodin’s torus has 8 smaller tori  inside.   

 

       

 

 

       

         

Number of Positive 9’s in 8 Tori Matrix 

1
st
 Layer 9 x 9 (81/ 9  =  9) 9 

2
nd

 Layer 18 x 18 (324/9 = 36) 

 

36 

3
rd

  Layer 27 x 27 (729/9 = 81) 81 

4
th

 Layer 36 x 36  (1296/9 = 144) 144 

5
th

 Layer 45 x 45 (2025/9 = 225) 225 

6
th

 Layer 54 x 54 (2916/9 = 324) 324 

7
th

 Layer 63 x 63 (3969/9 = 441) 441 

8
th

 Layer 72 x 72 (5184/9 = 576) 576 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unqKSfZfzho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unqKSfZfzho
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Marko Rodin discovered the way the energy is flowing and how the energy wants 

to travel. The three groups of numbers do not move- they shift. 

 Nassim Haramein has developed an understanding of the unknown 

mechanics of Earth and the Universe using his own research and intuition.  Not 

only did he discover how terran and celestial energy works, he discovered how 

energy is manipulated within man himself.  His discoveries have made him prone 

http://resonance.is/explore/nassim-haramein/
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to rejection and ridicule by the current conformist scientific establishment. His 

discoveries are based only on his visions, imagination, the need to solve problems 

and his hunger for the truth. With my admiration for him, I decided to write my 

paper about his discoveries because his inventions are all connected with energy, 

frequencies, music and stillness. With understanding how the Universe works, we 

will understand who we are. By presenting his theory about Universe, Earth and 

man’s energy, we will get proof that meditation and going in wards works. 

 His theory of Earth’s energy led him to discoveries of double torus. 

According to Nassim Haramein, the two tetrahedrons are overlapping inside in the 

Earth. By rotating, they collapse generating energy that is producing matter. They 

are two overlapping isotropic vector metric tetrahedrons creating 64 tetrahedrons. 

Opposite to each other and polarized they create perfect sphere. Having polarized 

field means that they have male and female energy to create singularity, to create 

new life at the point of stillness. This is geometry of the vacuum.  

 When the two tetrahedrons overlap together in perfect equilibrium to 

produce perfect sphere the geometry inside, in the middle is reversed to accept 

reverse matrix and two polarities the male and the female came together to produce 

the perfect boundary condition. The resulting geometry in the middle is called cube 

tetrahedron and was named Vector Equilibrium.  

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7UOCw-FsIc&list=PLPHNXBPks1p00pIFdfMa8EBMrGaqXJPrb&index=161
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGGvwkrDZNA
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 This is geometry of vacuum and it is perfect equilibrium, cube tetrahedron, 

vector equilibrium and perfect equilibrium. It possesses 12 vectors to produce 

perfect stillness, singularity in space time. This singularity is named Particle of the 

God.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number12 is the minimum vectors for the perfect equilibrium. If there would less 

than 12, it would collapse. In many ancient texts, number 12 is the main number to 

let us know how important it is. For example in Bible we can find 12 apostles, 12 

months, 12 zodiac signs and even 12 eggs. It has 12 vectors around 1 singularity 

that some compare to 12 apostles and 1 God. This vector equilibrium curves on its 

self to infinity. 

 When he designed this geometry, he built first two tetrahedrons with 40 

tetrahedrons than he added 24 tetrahedrons to make 64 tetrahedrons. Nassim 

Haramein built next level vector equilibrium and he called it 64 tetrahedron. 

 Its matrix can grow in perfect octaves the same way the music octaves or 

notes increase and decrease. It can expand to positive infinity and it can decrease to 

negative infinity to create equilibrium at all levels of interaction. Nassim Haramein 

compares this 64 tetrahedron music, big orchestra in the vacuum and he calls 

vacuum big musical instrument that seeks equilibrium at varies scales. This 

expansion he calls fractal octaves expansion. This vacuum fills the space of all 
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structures in the Universe. When the structure collapses it makes double torus. The 

example of double torus is our Earth where 64 tetrahedron points on the top to the 

North Pole, on the bottom it points to the South Pole, Tropic of Cancer and Tropic 

of Capricorn. 
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 In his work he also shows that singularity can be build different way. For 

example 8 star tetrahedrons made 8 tetrahedrons each folding together can also 

create geometry of Vector Equilibrium.  

 

 In my research, I also stumbled upon writings of Akif Manaf J. who is 

describing in his text Vedic knowledge that goes back in time thousands of years. 

The Vedic were so advanced that even our knowledge can’t compare with their 

teachings. According to Vedic physics, space inside our Universe is 

multidimensional. There are 64 main dimensions and each dimension is further 

divided into many sub-dimensions. Since the inhabitants of Earth can perceive 

three dimensions, their senses have no access to many other realms of universal 

reality. 

He says that  Kriya yoga is the answer to obtain 

access to many other dimensions.  Yogi can 

achieve 8 mystical perfections. Each perfection 

gives him access to 8 additional dimensions and 

also he will have access to all 64 (8x8) 

dimensions making his body unaffected by 

space time bound physical law. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGGvwkrDZNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEca1MiE4GA&list=PLPHNXBPks1p00pIFdfMa8EBMrGaqXJPrb&index=169
http://hemzlifestyle.blogspot.com/2013/12/secrets-about-cosmos-hidden-in-vedas.html
http://hemzlifestyle.blogspot.com/2013/12/secrets-about-cosmos-hidden-in-vedas.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_astrosciences01.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_astrosciences01.htm
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 According to Nassim Haramein, when two tetrahedrons rotate, they collapse, 

spin, to produce double torus and the matter production is occurring in the center 

of the system.  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds-AL-IlZeA
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 The vacuum is the source of creation. This process is accruing constantly 

and the matter is produced infinitely in the Universe.  The Universe is constantly 

accelerating, expanding, flowing in a torus shape motion and constantly learning.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds-AL-IlZeA
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 There is constant accumulation of information occurring everywhere all the 

time. This is dynamic of vacuum collapsing and producing perfect equilibrium in 

the middle which describes spin around it. 

 Haramein believes that when person meditates and directs his senses inward 

he will cause collapse of two tetrahedrons’ energy and will go towards stillness, 

singularity in the center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The more the person will experience the stillness, the stronger vacuum field 

energy will be around him. The stronger and stiller he will become.  A person is 

the point of singularity at the center of his existence. That is holding his 

information. 
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 In infinite small and infinite big Universe, a person is the center of Universe. 

If there is infinite amount of scales, every point in Universe is the center. When he 

incorporates his black hole nature, go to singularity, stillness that is he that 

integrates that Universe that he is at the center of. And his Universe is also center 

of bigger Universe and this bigger Universe is larger Universe and so on. This is 

why all points of information are of all importance in every Universe. If one person 

is the center of Universe everybody else is also at the center of Universe. 
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Intrigued by shape of flower of life, my research took me to Michael R. Evans 

who discovered the smallest Platonic solid that is the smallest particle of flower of 

life. 

 

 

 

When the three platonic solids are connected they form triangle. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYyuHKdiWaw
http://www.michaelrevans.com/abstract.html
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The outside shape of this triangle is bowed towards outside and this shape is 

related directly to climatic shape of Pythagorean tuning of 432 Hz. 

 

The three platonic solids fit perfectly inside of climatic shape of Pythagorean 

tuning of 432 Hz. 
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When many platonic solids are connected all together they form beautiful flower of 

life. 
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From my research I concluded that it all comes down to energy, frequencies, sound 

and music. How is this possible that only few know this knowledge and so many 

people are in the dark. How is this possible that this knowledge is not taught in 

schools so our children would use this “secret” knowledge through their entire 

lives. 

Is this secret knowledge, the truth only for curious ones? 

I am so disappointed that I discovered this unbelievable knowledge that late in my 

life because my life would be completely different now. My life would be full of 

love, beauty and internal peace. 

I am so glad that so many people are more aware now. They are waking up from 

deep sleep and deceit. 

 Awareness of this information is the key to God’s knowledge and God’s 

knowledge belongs to us, belongs to all people. 

With this understanding that we are all connected through frequencies we can 

change the future of our children and the future of our World. 
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Based on the work of: 

Marko Rodin, 

Nassim Haramein,  

Randy Powell, 

Michael R. Evans  

 Akif Manaf J 


